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WOUNDS IN OZONE (03)
 
the war in everyday life 
 
declaration: true art is - 
combo!!!!!!! 
 
„Koscher sex is carnal love, which leads to knowledge and intimacy.“ (haGalil.com) 
 
 
Europe  
means in Semitic origin „sunset“ and in Phoenician also „west“.  
It makes good reading by classical Greek („eurys ops“) as a „broad / wide face“. 
 
Fontanelle 
This by birth jagged crack in the head coalesce gently heavenbound. The borderline remains 
membrane for a possible link to the Universal Soul. Leaving the deceased torso the „pars pro toto“ 
regains its original state. This needs the hand of a conversant being. Om gate gate para gate para 
samgate boddhishava. Om. 
 
Were you  
with a split or 
predetermined breaking point 
welcomed 
as being? 
Could it be? Hereunder?! 
 
Hebron  
derived by name, in Arabic and Hebrew, from the particular word „friend“. This refers to the patriarch 
Abraham, which applies equally to Jews, Christians and Muslims as a "friend of God." 
 
The city of Hebron is one of the world's oldest cities and inhabited continuously since 3000 BC.  
The surrounding Canaan was promised to Abraham about 2000 BC.  
From here, however, he fled to Egypt because of famine, and gave out his wife Sarai as a sister, so 
she was brought to the court of Pharaoh. He himself dismissed her after the discovery of the marriage, 
and returned both back in free convoy. In Egypt, the first settlements of 5000 BC, found so by the time 
of the Babylonian exile of Israel. 
 
Also in Hebron was anointed the king of Israel about 1000 BC: David´s majesty was totalitarianly 
ousted with the yellow batch, which after 1933 for a Jewess or a Jew infernally came out even a 
declaration of death. The diaspora of (the first) chosen people still continues to look for a peaceful 
end. Clash of religions as intermediate grounded cultures seems like an instrumentalized battlefield.  
 
Supercilious accumulation rather than a sincere retrospective dependence (“religare”, lat.) determines 
likewise the story of casting out: "mother nature". It circulates in each disrooted person as an appeal to 
arm for war ~ or (self-) purpose for peace in the course of primal bound with scream: 
 
Sol-fa  
can as "do re mi fa so la ti do", along with hand signals, 
also be abetting for peace. For such a culture is given the material basis and it would be pathbreaking 
as an individual, unconditional, basic income or ! living fare ! – securing the existence in fact globally. 
 
all  
needs  
his time 
 



written/ spoken words by frauke helwes early in 2011 
 

wizard´s spelling 
 

EURO  p´! 
and raw eggs of 

Columb´
 

Deception, rape of the phoenician princess 
created continental corner of wide view. 

Red-faced has shined the evening to the east. 
 

In such act, loving, Hebron finds himself, 
recovering as to that, the betrayal: the arrogance,  

splitting sole - prior claim to profit, making a bogeyman-projection. 
 

Ashamed has Europe scouted in the dark: too further west is resting 
the human vice in urging, in too commanded self-deem: KAIN! 

No longanimity! rocks demigod Achilles´  
 

heel back forward 
perceiving caught creation´s dream 

of unison in Universe  
 

Echo captures projections 
as dagger for divorce, to go on for the source 

before the violence 
 

A warrior becomes narziss 
in very moving mirror: all other 

creatures. 
 

Like water 
wavy  
germ. 

 
 

ur 
NATURE 

mo.! 
the 

R&R? 
 

It is big error 
sticking in the system 

to domineer a life 
 

All labour trails behind such logic. Lonely actions  
released, exhaustion real at ease 

/ sol-fa  
 

seems capitally 
peaceful: beyond busted by  

 fear 
 

LOGO: basic income earth network BIEN 
 
 

PATH 
FATHER OF ALL THINGS 

THE FATHER OF ALL THINGS IS NOT THE WAR 
 

He is collapse: coincidence at golden calf – Altar of cold abstraction – Babylon. 
 

BUT  A CON- 
FLICT 

 
Here comes a contrast into for new genuine force. As 

divine is discovered, questing: indigenous root of being: bridge: 
there is the fontanelle! In top 

  
dance on the walls, there is no need for sacrifice to  

death presence in life, only an upright require, beholding, uplifting 
each other: friends of God. 
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